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Tuesday, September 13 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

The Elohim: Golden Angels

In the Essence of the Heart of God, there once arose the great Purpose of creating life and the planes
of consciousness.

As I told you yesterday, dear children, the archangels, those called the Resplendent, were born of
Divine Inspiration, an inspiration that allowed archangelic and angelic beings to become
concretized and manifested.

God expressed in the Mental Universe His twelve principal manifestations, which arose from the
Most Pure Source. From there, the twelve Elohim, as Rays and impulses of fire, were born within
the consciousness of the Higher Mental Universe.

From the moment in which the Eternal had the sacred will that, from His Most Pure Essence, the
Archangels should be born, the Mental Universe was already a vital reality within the Spiritual
Universe.

The Elohim were appointed by the Most High to carry out the organization and manifestation of all
the universes where, in the future, life would exist.

Thus, from the moment in which the Elohim were manifested within the Mental Universe, the first
legions were subtly created in reservoirs of light, which are great receptacles and conduits of divine
energy that preceded the Mirrors.

Let us see then, dear children, how the divine history of Creation previous to material life was
considered by God Himself to be a Project of love and of absolute unity.

It was based on love and unity that the Angelic Hierarchies, those called Elohim, developed the
Project of the Eternal Father and gave continuity to the Work of Creation.

The reservoirs of light were also created through the essence of Divine Will, and the first Elohim
were the ones that accompanied the manifestation of these states of consciousness, which held
within themselves the spiritual emergence of angelic life.

Each archangel, as a Creator Father, deposited in the reservoirs of light a molecule of the twelve
spiritual Rays that were present at the moment of the birth of the angelic beings. An angelic
consciousness is born from the expression of love in the Mental Universe and through an act of
profound union that the archangel establishes with the One Source.

At that moment, the archangel projects on the reservoir an extremely potent flow of love and unity
and, as a consequence, through the grouping of all the molecules of the Creator Fathers, the
reservoir emanates an angelic consciousness which is inside a precious crystal of a magenta, blue,
green, white or gold color. When the angelic consciousness emerges from the reservoir and until it
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finishes forming, the crystal remains suspended above it for a certain period, like the gestation of a
child in the womb of the mother. It is the creative and divine energy that internally gestates the
purpose of this angelic consciousness.

The crystal may contain any of the twelve Rays to show the Mental Universe what has been the
Greater Will for the task and service that the new angel will fulfill.

Thus, after its manifestation as mental and spiritual consciousness, the angel experiences a
formation that helps it develop its mission in the Mental Universe or in the Material Universe.

After gradually forming the armies of light, which from their birth live an unconditional service and
a perfect union with the Eternal, the archangels begin the building and materialization of the
Academies of the Rays, so that each angelic being may develop its purpose before the Father.

The next step is the manifestation of the spiritual formation of the Seven Heavens or that of the
seven states of Divine Consciousness, where the great armies begin to populate the celestial
dimensions.

At that moment, under Highest Will, the archangels define the mission of each angelic
consciousness, which establishes what Heaven or which states of consciousness it is to eternally
serve.

As from this moment, the Creator Fathers assume the government of the Seven Heavens, so that
from the beginning the Law of Hierarchy may be cultivated among consciousnesses.

The mission the angelic consciousness lives will be according to how its emergence has taken place
inside the crystal.

If an angel has emerged from the reservoir of light in a magenta crystal, it means that the Creator
Father will assign it the mission of living love, of radiating it and protecting it in the universes.

If an angel has emerged from the reservoir of light in a blue crystal, it means that the Creator Father
will assign it the mission of protecting and vivifying the unity of all the universes, as well as that of
being a guardian of the sacred knowledge of the spiritual, mental, and material Laws.

If an angel has emerged from the reservoir of light in a green crystal, it means that the Creator
Father will assign it the mission of exercising the Law of healing, and of continuously emanating
harmony in all of Creation and wherever it is.

If an angel has emerged from the reservoir of light in a white crystal, it means that the Creator
Father will assign it the mission of drawing to itself the highest degrees of purity and of expanding
it as essence toward the universes.

If an angel has emerged from the reservoir of light in a golden crystal, it means that the Creator
Father will assign it the mission of an eternal praising of the One, as a member of those called
Celestial Choirs, which draw to the universes the principles of the Source of God.

It is thus that the Creator Fathers send all the angels that were born of the Source through the
reservoirs of light on a mission so that, together with their archangelic regents, they may assume the
mission of protecting and supporting the evolution of the universes through the different Rays to
which they belong.
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The Elohim are part of the Divine Purpose and they are represented through the twelve main
emanations of God, which we understand as the archangels; from that, the twelve emanations
formed the twelve governors, and from the angelic governors another twelve emanations arose until
we reach the guardian angels.

The Mental Universe has no limits and it is an infinite state formed by the Will of God. There the
state of resplendence is lived, which means that each angelic consciousness generates in itself the
highest degrees of love and of unity with the One.

The whole of angelic consciousness exists to protect and guard the essence of the Project of God
within the Spiritual, Mental, and Material Universes. In this way, the Elohim can penetrate the
dimensions and planes, even though they are mental beings, because they are at all times moved by
the spirit of obedience and of eternal service.

From the beginning, the Father conceived the Elohim as the main guardians of the Purpose of
Creation and of all life existing in the universes.

In this way, through the Resplendent Ones arose the first experience of the Cosmic Brotherhood,
which later became established as a premise for all consciousnesses present on the different planes.

The Elohim are also considered the Messengers or the spokespersons of the Primordial Source for
the Material Universe; they are the ones who carry out the concretion of the Divine Purpose and
they are the ones who give impulse to the guardian angels so that each soul may live its mission
within Creation, and in this manner fulfill the objective of the Father.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who is in union with each guardian angel,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace and Queen of the Angels


